I. INTRODUCTION
Full chip verification of complex mixed-signal system on chip (SoC) is necessary to cover possible complex analog and digital interactions which may lead to functional errors [1] . It was reported in [2] that some design bugs occur due to system level PVT, noise, and un-modeled system level interactions. Due to the complex interaction of these circuits, independently verifying analog components is no longer sufficient for full system verification. Unfortunately performing circuit-level simulation of a whole system with interacting analog and digital components is not possible due to excessive run times. Utilizing the real number system inherent in System Verilog, it is now possible to create analog behavioral models that can be simulated with a digital simulator. To do so, it is necessary to replace the analog circuits with accurate behavioral models extracted directly from their transistor level netlists.
Many behavioral techniques model the circuit frequency domain response and a comprehensive overview can be found in [3] . Here, we focus on time-domain transient modeling for non-linear analog and mixed signal circuits which can be accomplished by equation fitting or black box modeling. Time domain modeling is important for system level validation since digital components are simulated sequentially in discrete time steps. Any analog behavioral model needs to operate under the same discrete time steps as the rest of the system.
Black box models describe a circuit or system in terms of its inputs and outputs without any knowledge of its internal workings. Such models can be derived strictly from data, measured or simulated, with no in-depth circuit understanding. The models can be applied to known or unknown circuits whose equations may not have been developed.
Time-domain black box behavioral modeling methods have been proposed in the past, but they suffer either from lack of automation, provide minimal speed-up over traditional methods, cannot be applied to larger circuits, or cannot be implemented within digital simulation environments. In [4] , the authors propose to extract behavioral models directly from the netlists by processing simulation results into transfer function trajectories. The method was demonstrated on a small circuit with minimal speedup and the approach is not always automatable. The work in [5] presents a real-time neural-network-based approach for microwave RF devices. The approach is demonstrated on small circuits and it is unclear if it can be applied to large and complex designs.
The methods proposed in this paper build upon the work described in [6] . There, the authors use Gaussian Process Regression to build non-parametric models thus eliminating the need to use and understand complex circuit models and equations. Non-parametric behavior modeling is extremely attractive because there is no need to learn equations or set parameters since the device behavior is predicted based on similar known behaviors. Unfortunately, applying [6] directly to large, more complex circuits produces poor results. Inspired by this work, we propose a partitioning method along with support vector machine (SVM)-based approach to create a hierarchy of behavioral models for large, strongly non-linear analog circuits. The partitions are derived from a channel connected component graph and hierarchy graph which determine the input/output relationships and hierarchy of partitions. Simulations are run with SPICE on the full un-partitioned netlist in order to ensure continuity between partitions. Once the data has been extracted from the simulations, the black box models are created based on derived partitions. The models are connected to form a series of predictions that create a transient output waveform. The models are real number based, and can be converted easily into System Verilog. Though we use SVM as the primary modeling algorithm, many other black box approaches, such as response surface modeling, can benefit from the reduced complexity associated with the proposed partitioning scheme.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II motivates this work. Section III provides background on SVM modeling and data capture techniques. Section IV describes the circuit graph representation, net sensitivity calculations, and modeling-resistant circuit components. Section V describes circuits used in experiments. Section VI shows experimental results. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. MOTIVATION
Analog circuits vary vastly in their complexity and behavior. For this reason a universal solution has not been developed for automating behavioral models. The existing modeling methods cannot be easily automated because they either 1) require design or designer knowledge to develop sub-circuit equations, 2) sub-circuits are used to speed up simulation of the model development thus the continuity between sub-blocks is difficult to maintain, and 3) inputoutput relationships of the functional blocks are often too complex or have one-to-many relationship making black box modeling difficult or unachievable. Analog design is usually partitioned into well-known sub-block components like quantizers, VCOs, or charge pumps which can all be modeled by equations or have data fitted to equations. Unfortunately many of these methods fail to capture block to block interactions or they cannot be expanded to include process variation due to the increased complexity of the equations. Such equations will need to be developed for every type of a new circuit or new behavior type encountered. In Fig. 1 we show how a circuit block differs in its generated output when it is simulated within the full PLL system and when simulated independently. Both simulations have the same initial conditions for the charge pump block and the inputs to the charge pump are extracted from the dependent simulation so that each block is simulated with the same inputs. The figure shows the voltage value generated by the charge pump. This value controls how much to increase or decrease the generated frequency to match the reference frequency. The difference between the two waveforms is caused the block to block interactions such as current drawn from other blocks.
Black box-based models can easily capture strongly correlated relationships of simple sub-circuits automatically, but fail when complex or weak relationships are encountered. To illustrate this point we analyzed a quantizer circuit defined as a single sub-block within a large sigmadelta analog-to-digital converter (ΣΔ-ADC) [7] . This circuit contains 40 transistors and has three inputs and a differential output. Taking two common black box approaches, the response surface modeling (RSM) and support vector machines (SVM), we build transient behavioral models based on 1000 points of transient simulation data for a single period of the input frequency and test them with another set of 1000 points. Both methods predict output transient waveforms with low accuracy: RSM -49.6% and SVM-75.82%. This indicates that the input-output relationships are not highly correlated.
To address weakly correlated relationships, we break the netlist into functionally-independent, strongly correlated sub-circuits. Data capture for model building is done from simulations performed on the un-partitioned netlist in order to preserve the continuity between sub-circuits. The graph partitioning methodology and high sensitivity net detection removes the requirement for designer knowledge and allows for modeling unknown, flat netlists, or new circuit structures.
III. MODELING AND DATA CAPTURE
Within the domain of behaviors studied here, RSM and SVM models are comparable in speed and accuracy. We choose SVM-based models because of their ability to handle a large number of model inputs and to discover trends based on small or irregular sample sets. We note that any black box modeling methodology would benefit from our partitioning algorithm due to reduced complexity of the subcircuits.
Our models apply supervised learning algorithms, Support Vector Machine Regression (SVM-R) for real values (analog outputs) and Support Vector Machine Classification (SVM-C) for digital outputs [8] . The objective of supervised learning is to derive a function from a set of input samples (training set) and their associated outputs. SVMs are well studied and well understood and will not be discussed in detail here. A comprehensive review of SVMs can be found in [8] .
SVM utilizes kernels to compare vectors in the original feature space. In this work, we use the Gaussian kernel expressed as
where x and x' are vectors and is the variance. Other kernels, such as linear, polynomial, or sigmoid can be used, but experimentally, we found that the Gaussian kernel provides the best results for the applications considered here. The SVM algorithm utilizes data obtained from low level models such as SPICE or differential equations to create a high level model abstraction that captures a specific behavior. A circuit can be completely described by differential equations
where ⃗⃗ are state variables, i.e. capacitor currents, ⃗ are top level inputs, and ⃗ are the top level outputs. Obtaining a unique output ⃗ requires access to the state and input variables. At a high level of abstraction, black box, the internal state variables are no longer accessible. Therefore unless the inputs ⃗ are highly correlated to the outputs ⃗ the models will produce very low accuracy results. Access to ⃗⃗ be required to produce high accuracy models. To determine which state variables are required we propose a heuristic which partitions the circuit and determines highly correlated intermediate behaviors to the top level output. Simulations are performed to capture the behavior relationships between inputs ⃗ and the intermediate behaviors captured in SVM models. The output ⃗ can be determined based on top level input ⃗ and intermediate models.
SVMs may require long training time for complex data sets, but there exist sampling and data partitioning methods that can be used to create smaller, more compact models which significantly reduces the training time. The work in [9] explores various methods for data sampling to achieve high SVM model accuracy with fewer simulation runs.
A. Data Capture
Given the design specifications, input operation ranges for the desired performance, and the circuit netlist, the required data for building behavioral models can be obtained. In this work, we only consider transient voltage behaviors. Before any partitioning is done the entire netlist is simulated as a single entity and the transient voltage behaviors are captured for each net at uniform intervals. We perform uniform sampling within the range of the design specifications and simulate to capture the behavior.
The uniformity of samples may cause model inconsistencies around highly volatile areas which traditionally require increased sampling. It is not known beforehand whether more data is needed for specific areas or for intermediate behavior models. To address this problem, data is captured at finer intervals then required in the design specifications, which does not increase simulation time. The models are initially built based on the original intervals. If testing step discovers inaccuracies in a specific model, the models are rebuilt based on the finer interval data. This data capture method is rarely required; it may be invoked when the output behavior is state dependent and highly volatile. When capturing smaller intervals, the waveform changes become less extreme, making the behavior relationships easier for the SVM algorithm to discover.
Probes are inserted at each edge defined by the partitions in Section III for voltage capture. This way the system level input and output relationships of each partition are maintained without any extra modeling for block coupling. Our models are specific to the simulated design and cannot be utilized in a different design model unless the input and output relationships between the designs are maintained.
B. Model Creation
The regression function can be expressed as
where b is the bias, w is the weight, and Φ(x) denotes the feature of the inputs. The weight vector is the vector orthogonal to the optimal hyperplane representing the decision boundary [8] found by minimizing the risk function:
where C is the regularization constant, ε denotes the ε-insensitive coefficient, denote positive slack variations. This vector and its direction provide the prediction point of any new vector x by performing the dot product, Equation 3. The importance of features (elements in vector x) correspond to the entry values of the weight vector.
Due to the decomposition of the circuit each partition has a strong input-output correlation resulting in a weight vector having a non-zero value for each feature. The number of partitions per circuit is generally high for large analog circuits. Classification models for digital partitions remove most of the real number errors in the regression models by predicting the digital values 0 or 1.
Circuit state and feedback characteristics can easily be incorporated into the vectors. The previous output value of the circuit being modeled is included as a feature in the vector describing the current output value. States are incorporated in the same way, as features within the vector. When applying test vectors to the model, the previous predicted output value is included within the current test vector.
Parameter selection is a difficult problem for many learning algorithms and is crucial for creating a good model. In this work we use the υ-SVM-R algorithm which automatically fits the user-defined values ε and C based on the provided data. The only value the user defines is the variable υ which determines the slack variables. The larger the υ value the more vectors with slack ξ may become support vectors. In this work we use υ=0.1 for all regression models.
IV. PARTITIONS AND INTERMEDIATE BEHAVIORS
A common approach to addressing slow transistor-level simulation times is to partition the circuit into its digital and analog components. A major challenge in this type of partitioning is to determine when the digital components are in analog modes of operation, which include detection of the internal and negative feedback. The work in [10] provides an algorithm for such partitioning using channel-connected sub-circuits. In [11] , the analog sub-circuits are simulated using nonlinear macromodels. The macromodels approximate the charging and discharging behavior of the circuit output nodes and provide one order of magnitude speedup over SPICE for analog subcircuits. The macromodeling using circuit partitioning proposed in [12] , [13] decompose the circuit into building blocks based on the netlist structure. Methods that use subcircuit or building block-based partitions assume that either the user declares the partitions or that predefined building blocks is given. It is not always the case with complex or custom built circuits which makes modeling using these methods difficult.
In our approach, the graph model of the circuit and sensitivity analysis of captured data are used for establishing the signal flow, hierarchy, and determining which signals are essential to predict intermediate behaviors. In this Section we discuss the two types of graphs used in partitioning and explain how the intermediate nodes are determined based on net sensitivity. We then discuss circuits which are resistant to this type of partitioning and propose a method of handling them. We use the quantizer circuit as an example throughout this explanation.
A. Channel Connected Graph and Channel Connected Components
A Channel Connected Graph (CCG) [11] describes the source-drain dependencies within a circuit. It is defined as CCG= (V, E) where V is vertices corresponding to transistors, V dd or GND, and E are edges capturing the source-drain connections. There is an edge between vertices v 1 and v 2 if their corresponding transistors have drains or sources connected or if one of them represents V dd or GND and the other transistor connected to it. Once the V DD and GND nodes are removed, CCG is fractured into a set of smaller graphs. Each such a sub-graph with V dd /GND and connections to them restored corresponds to a channel connected component graph (CCCG). Fig. 2 shows the schematic of a 1-bit quantizer used in the ΣΔ-ADC described in Section V(a) and used as a motivational example in Section II. Fig. 3 shows the CCG graph of this circuit. The schematic diagram is not drawn to mimic the graph partitioning, but to show the components and the connections. The graph of the circuit is partitioned into six groups which are labeled based on the signal flow from inputs V p and V n (Group 1) to outputs V op and V on (Groups 5 and 6). In analog circuits, it is possible that some resulting components do not contain V DD or GND. Such sub-graphs are not CCCGs and may occur when a circuit contains floating nets, resistors, capacitors, or inductors that supply connections to the source or drain terminals. Partitions which are not CCCGs are discussed in part D of this Section. 
B. Group Hierarchy and Feedback Detection
Each partition within a CCG has an associated set of driving gate inputs which can be the top level inputs to the circuit, internal nets, or nets from other partitions. The relationships between partitions can be described by a directed graph HG= (N, L) where N is the set of partitions, top level inputs t, primary outputs o; and L are edges. An edge l (t, b) exists in HG, if there is an input to b from the top level t. An edge l (a, b) exists if the output of a partition a is an input to the partition b, referred to as an external input. Self-loops, edges with the same head and tail nodes, l (a, a), indicate internal inputs. The quantizer contains inputs t, Vn and Vp, outputs o, Vop and Von, and no internal nodes. The graph HG determines the circuit hierarchy. The first level of the hierarchy contains t and those nodes with no incoming edges other than self-loop. The remaining hierarchical levels can be determined by performing breadth-first traversal of the graph HG. The partitions containing self-loops indicate state dependency due to the feedback cycle between the gate-drain or gate-source connection. Fig. 4 depicts an example hierarchy graph for a circuit containing two groups, one with feedback. The internal input, feedback, is shown as edge l (1, 1) . External input is indicated by edge l (1, 2) which connects the two groups. Node 1 contains no external edges, only top and internal inputs, making it the top of the hierarchy. Node 2 is on the second level due to external edge l (1, 2). Each node in HG is translated into a SVM model where the node inputs represent the vector features, or dimentions, and the node output represents the output value. The model for Node 1 is solved first using the top level inputs and feedback, and then the predicted output is used as an input to the model for Node 2 which predicts the top level output value.
C. Intermediate Net Detection
Intermediate behavioral nodes are determined based on CCCGs, hierarchy graph, and sensitivity analysis performed on initial simulation data. We define net sensitivity as a change in voltage of the net to the change in voltage of the output, NS=∆V net /∆V out . We find the nets that have the greatest effect on the output behavior. The nets are sorted based on their sensitivities. The most sensitive nets are considered for use as intermediate nodes. If there are no high sensitivity nets within a specific CCCG, then that group is combined with the next group in the hierarchy. The exception is if the group contains an external edge to the top level output l (b, o), i.e. Group 5 and 6 in Fig. 5 . If a partition contains a high sensitivity net then the intermediate behaviors are the nets, edges l (n, n+1), correspond to external inputs in the hierarchy graph. The quantizer design contains five high sensitivity nets based on the simulation data but only four, highlighted in Fig. 4 , are utilized because they are external inputs. Since Group 1 does not contain any high sensitivity nets, it is combined with Group 2 which is next in the hierarchy. Fig. 5(a) shows the initial HG of Fig.  3 . Fig. 5(b) shows the reduced graph which combines groups without high sensitivity nets.
The model of each partition is based on simulation data which encompasses the behavior changes occurring due to internal variables ⃗⃗ . Each model represents functions dependent on only previous model outputs or top level inputs. The top level output behavior is then predicted based on few highly correlated internal nodes and the top level inputs. 
D. Partition Resistant Components
Six models were created for the quantizer circuit, trained with 1000 vectors and tested with 1000 different vectors. For the intermediate nodes or final outputs producing real values, support vector regression was used. The input vector consists of circuit inputs and previous group outputs applied as shown in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) . The outputs have 100% prediction rate which is significantly better than the results prior to partitioning at 75.82%.
In certain instances a circuit or a sub circuit may not form a CCCG; such a partition may be missing the V DD or GND node. Such a circuit is considered resistant to partitioning and must be modeled based on the circuit inputs/outputs without any intermediate nodes. For example, a switch capacitor network does not form a CCCG because the source or drain terminals of the nodes are connected only via capacitors which are excluded from the construction of the CCG.
The structures resistant to partitioning are detected at the netlist partitioning stage and are not decomposed. They are contained within a single node in the hierarchy graph.
V. CIRCUITS
For experiments, we use compact low-power low-noise neural recording wireless channel circuits for high density neural implants [7] . We discuss the second order ∑∆-ADC and a phase lock loop (PLL).
A. Sigma-Delta
A low-power, high-resolution ADC converter is required to digitize neural data. A 2nd order ∑∆-ADC, shown in Fig.  6 , can provide the required 6-bit resolution without consuming much power. The design consists of two fullydifferential self-biased amplifiers, two switched capacitor networks, a 1-bit quantizer (used as an example in Section IV), and a non-overlapping clock generator. This circuit contains 647 components and takes 64 minutes to simulate two clock periods using HSPICE. This circuit contains 1892 circuit elements and takes 117 minutes to simulate in HSPICE. With parasitics incorporated into the netlist file the circuit contains 60830 circuit elements and takes 7 hours, and 8 minutes time to simulate.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
The partitioning, data capture, and net sensitivity calculations described in this paper have been implemented as a fully automated tool and demonstrated on the circuits described in Section V. The data capture is done via HSPICE [14] and the SVM models are created using LIB-SVM [15] . Each circuit has an associated set of design specifications which indicate the input parameters correlated with the desired operational behavior. In each experiment, the transient voltage behavior is modeled. The model accuracy is determined by the predicted values compared to the actual simulated values.
Each netlist is modified to include the duration of time for the transient simulation and voltage capture for each net. In parallel with simulation, the hierarchy of the defined subcircuits is determined and partition graphs are created. The data file generated from the simulation run is parsed and a subset of data is used to quickly determine if the sub-circuits require further partitioning starting from the topmost level of the hierarchy until the desired accuracy is achieved. Once the level is determined then the models are created using full simulation data. The models are then chained together to predict the final circuit outputs. Those models within the same level of hierarchy can be determined in parallel. The models for the ∑∆-ADC were trained with 50,000 vectors, one input period and tested with 50,000 different vectors and each model maintains 99% prediction accuracy. The accuracy is slightly lower, 98% when the models are combined to form the full system. The final differential output waveform is predicted at 98.82% accuracy. The total amount of time to perform 500,000 predictions, 50,000 per model, is 184 seconds. The speedup over HSPICE is only 21 x because of the high number of features in the amplifier models, with each model having 15 dimensions. Fig. 8 shows a subset of dependent predictions for the Amp_V op2 model. V op2A is the simulated waveform and V op2 is the predicted waveform. Table I shows the models created for the PLL with the amount of training time, number of support vectors, and the prediction accuracy with dependent testing. The columns are broken into nominal circuit (nom) and including extracted layout parasitics (para). Parasitics do not affect the CCG partitioning therefore the sub-graphs are the same. The models are trained with 10,000 vectors and tested with 20,000 different vectors. The training time is significantly shorter for the PLL due to its continuous nature and smaller dimensionality. Each partition in the PLL contains fewer features making the intermediate and input-output relationships less complex. The total prediction time for 380,000 vectors is 15.76 seconds which is a 445X speedup over HSPICE simulation for the nominal case. For the case with parasitics, to perform all 380,000 predictions, 20,000 test vectors per model, the total prediction time is 14.54 seconds, a 1766X speedup over HSPICE. The simulation time in HSPICE for this netlist with 60830 components took 7 hours and 8 minutes. Fig. 9 shows the simulated F out and predicted F out_P waveforms without and with parasitics.
Our models can be used for multiple purposes. Performance characteristics can be extracted directly from the waveform, i.e. lock time for the PLL. SVM models are language independent and can be translated directly into System Verilog modules. The waveforms generated from the models allow for testing of analog and mixed signal components within much larger and complex systems.
It is well known that power supply noise may cause jitter in the PLL system. With the tight interaction between analog and digital circuits in SoCs, it is difficult or impossible to create separate power and ground planes for the analog components. In order to demonstrate the robustness of our models, we apply random power supply fluctuations to the system that are within 10% of nominal V DD . The waveforms generated from the models determine the amount of jitter associated with changes in V DD . The models from the above experiment are enhanced to include simulation data of the PLL at ten different V DD levels and are created and compiled in the same fashion. The V DD perturbations occur for a fraction of each clock period. From the transient waveform we extract the jitter associated with changing V DD . Fig. 10 shows the frequency with jitter produced by the PLL under various changes in the power supply. The nominal operating conditions are at 1.2V and 2.5GHz. The graph compares the PLL frequency (a) from the simulated waveforms and predicted from the SVM models. 
VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a new automated approach for creating behavioral models of analog and mixed signal circuits based on partitioning. The methodology addresses the need for system level behavioral modeling of any type of analog and mixed signal circuits without the need for in-depth designer knowledge and utilizes full system simulation data which incorporates block level interactions into the models. The SVM models used to predict the intermediate behaviors and final output behavior are language independent and are implemented in System Verilog using the real number system. We have demonstrated our method on large lowpower circuits such as a PLL and ∑∆-ADC. Our results indicate that we can obtain three orders of magnitude speedup over transistor level simulations while maintaining over 95% accuracy. We were able to illustrate the usefulness of the approach as it pertains to full chip simulations by showing the accuracy of the models are maintained when under the effects of power supply fluctuations induced by high switching digital circuits.
